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USEFULNESS AND POTENTIAL
BENEFITS OF ANALYZING NEW
MEDIA FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF L. MANOVICH’S SOFT
TECHNOLOGICAL DETERMINISM
– THE CASE OF INSTAGRAM AND
SMARTPHONE.
Marcin Wielgosz1
Abstract
The article is an attempt to confront Lev Manovich’s soft technological determinism with two
contemporary media - the smartphone and the mobile application called Instagram. The analysis is
based on the characteristics of a term called “new media” identified by Manovich, with emphasis on
variation and cultural transcoding.
The verification of accuracy and the use of the soft technological determinism in the context
of selected new media has varied by the discourse on contemporary new media and constitutes an
interesting point of view. The evolution and the development of both variation and cultural transcoding (two elements conditioning their universality which continually shows an upward trend) regarding
mobile media, give an opportunity to forecast their productive potential.
ism

Keywords: new media, smartphone, new media theories, cultural transcoding, technological determin-

Intorduction
The object of the article is to verify Lew Manovich’s theory of the new media included in the book The Language of New Media. It is believed that Manovich’s soft technological determinism potentially allows to deepen the understanding of the specifics
of new media and also makes it possible to predict their future development. To see if
Manovich’s theory has not lost its relevance, the authors decided to confront the features
of new media identified by Manovich with the examples of popular media created after
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the first publication of The Language of New Media - mobile device: Smartphone and
mobile application: Instagram.
From a sociological perspective, both Smartphone and Instagram are the subjects
of many studies because both of those media have a substantial impact on society and
its communication habits. The look at the media through the prism of soft technological
determinism will allow us to confirm if the newly emerging media still are the subjects
of its logic. If it is confirmed, then, it means that we can try to predict further directions
of the development of new media following their inherent traits identified by Manovich.
Methodology
Manovich identified five features deriving from the technological conditions of the
new media. Among them: numerical representation, modularity, automation, variation,
cultural transcoding. The first three, since we are talking about a device operating under
the control of a digital operating system and a mobile application, are the basis for the
functioning of these media. Despite the fact that variation and cultural transcoding result
from the first three characteristics they are much more abstract because they refer to the
transfer of technology logic to the medium and its content layer. Therefore, the relevance
of Manovich soft technological determinism depends on the continuing relevance of
that two most important features of the new media identified by him. We were searching
the continuous relevance of Variation in the changes of software caused by the creation
of a smartphone. We found its example in the evolution of the web interface. The impact
of technology on the content of the medium, i.e. cultural transcoding was looked through
the analysis of the mobile application – Instagram.
The research landscape of new media.
Written materials related to the theory of new media put particular emphasis on
the complexity of this term, and it often results in adopting completely different points
of view by its researchers. It also leads to treating various aspects of new media as superior and causes not only conflicting categorization but also and a diverse (though not
always antagonistic) approach to the issue. Social processes initiated by the creation
of media such as the computer or the Internet are crucial to many authors, and sometimes they are so groundbreaking that they are treated as new media or are the basis for
opening a new era in the media history. M. Lister, J. Dovey, S. Giddings, I. Grant, K. Kelly
[2009] in the New Media study claim that the popularity of the term new media originates
from the widespread feeling of the sublimity of rapid changes that occurred in the field of
communication and media in the 1980s. We can assume that these authors look at the
new media from the sociological perspective, and the social dimension of these media
is perceived as crucial. A similar approach is presented by M. Castells [2008], who in
his work called Network Society comprehensively captures a broad spectrum of social
changes related to the information technology revolution. The rise and development of
social media also contributed to the domination of sociological topics in the current media discourse. According to Paul Levinson [2010] the most popular of them, i.e. blogging,
YouTube, Wikipedia, Digg, MySpace, Facebook, Twitter and Second Life, have changed
the world to the same degree as computers or the Internet. The quality upgrade that he
saw after these media were created prompted him to separate them and create a category of the New New Media.
The analysis of the new media, focused mainly on their social dimension, allows us
to better understand the media reality, and consequently its social aspect. Although they
are currently described in the written materials, let us remember that they are not the
only available sources of knowledge. Their supplement is a technological paradigm. The
confrontation of its theoretical assumptions with the widely used new medium called a
smartphone will allow us to come to the conclusions and help us to further understand
the usefulness of the postulates of technological determinism in the understanding of
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the dynamically changing world of new media.
Manovich’s soft technological determinism and its features of new media.
L. Manovich in his best-known study The Language of New Media presents his perspective of media history interpretation called “technological determinism.” Lev’s reasoning is based on the assumption that technology has the fundamental and decisive
influence on shaping the society’s customs. Manovich describes the role of the new
media logic and its specific language. Understanding and adopting this specific logic
allow us to use the full potential of new media, and its versatility helps the society in
adapting its language. This is not a relatively new concept as such deterministic point
of view was already present in the science of media long before the dissemination of
the so-called new media. Harold Innis [1951], and his continuer was Marshall McLuhan
[1964] were Manovich’s progenitors. Both of them shared the same view that the medium and communication technology dominating at a given time in a given area shapes
social and political processes (also because the medium is appropriated by the centers
of power and used to distribute knowledge). Regarding Manovich’s theory, the concept
of determinism is combined with the adjective “soft” because it stresses the importance
of sociological factors related to the functioning and shaping of those media, although it
does not clearly state when a given medium can be called ‘new.’
Manovich, contemplating the definition of the concept of new media, based his
common understanding on the popular press. He stresses that narrowing the understanding of new media to the means of content distribution (to which it often brings the
notion of common knowledge) does not exhaust its content and makes the impact of
new media on the entire culture impossible to understand. The author draws attention
to the possibility of using new media not only to create but also to save and process
objects. The starting point in Manovich’s [2006, p. 82] reasoning is the assumption that
new media are the result of the development of computing and media technologies. The
synthesis of the intersection of those two fields describes the ability to translate all available media into the language of discrete data, read by computers. As a result, it allows
processed media to be named as new.
Describing the features of new media is primarily focused on their technical dimension and the impact on the identity of those media. It specifies the following rules for
their objects:
-- Numerical representation – regardless of whether the new media object was created
on the computer or if it was created in the process of converting from an analog form, it
must be possible to describe it in a mathematical language that can always be subjected
to the process of tooling.
-- Modularity – resulting from the “fractal structure of new media,” meaning that elements of new media, regardless of whether we are talking about images, sounds, shapes,
etc., can always be treated as preserving their own collection of discontinuous samples
that build a larger whole but can still be processed individually.
-- Automation – this feature stems from the two mentioned above and indicates the
ability to automate many processes related to the creation, processing, and sharing of
new media.
-- Variation – as an alternative term for this definition Manovich also mentioned fluidity
and variability and described it as the occurrence of objects of new media in different
versions, which are not necessarily inverted or composed by man but also by a computer
– so variation is possible due to modularity and automation.
-- Cultural transcoding – recognized by Manovich as the most important consequence
of computerization of the media, it indicates the mutual influence of the computer layer
(that is, computer logic and thus a specific ontology, epistemology, and pragmatics) on
the cultural layer of the medium [Manovich, 2006, pp. 91-118].
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It is hard to deny the logic behind this reasoning, even after adopting an intellectual attitude other than technological determinism. The features mentioned by Manovich
indeed characterize the objects of new media, but the question of whether the medium
should be categorized as new is a problem that remains unsolved. It is difficult to find a
numerical representation in media before the IT revolution or to automate media in the
dimension in which we encounter those phenomena in broadly understood information
technology. Thinking about the media in terms of the language proposed by the author
of The Language of New Media directs us to search for new devices and technical possibilities resulting from their creation.
Since the first release of The Language of New Media, one of the most groundbreaking medium created, mainly due to its universality, was the smartphone. It is described as an advanced multimedia device that combines functionalities of a laptop, a
phone, and a camera. Currently used smartphones are generally characterized by high
computing power while having a compact size. Let’s try to confront this medium with
the features of the new media, postulated by Manovich. Numerical representation, modularity, and automation are the inherent features of every operating system that supports such device. It seems, however, that the creation of a smartphone and the smartphoneization process itself have contributed to the exceptional intensification of both
variation and cultural transcoding. In the light of data related to the popularity of these
devices, the development of both features is not surprising and seems almost unavoidable. Understanding the basic statistics on the prevalence of the use of smartphones
will illustrate the scale in which a specific language of the new medium influences the
society. Analysis of variation and cultural transcoding in the context of this medium also
allows looking more closely at its impacting abilities.
The Variation and the smartphones.
It is estimated that currently, more than 2.41 billion people worldwide are smartphone users, and by the end of 2018, it is estimated that more than one-third of the
world’s population will be using smartphones [Statista, Number of smartphones]. The
numbers associated with the increase in browsing the Internet are just as impressive. In
2016, approximately 43% of website global traffic was generated on mobile devices, and
it has increased by 35% compared to 2015 [Statista, Percentage]. In between years 2016
and 2017, the number of unique mobile users grew by at least 222 million which led to a
6% increase [Statista, Number of smartphones]. Also, it is estimated that a smartphone
user uses his or her device 4 hours every day [Hackernoon, 2017]. The quoted statistics allow us to consider smartphones as all-time universal devices. Can we imagine
their popularity without developing the variation of new media objects? If we take into
account the context of using a traditional computer or a laptop versus the usage of a
smartphone, it becomes clear that the answer is ‘No’. A perfect example of variation is
the creation, development and continuous optimization of the interfaces operated on
the touchscreen. We have already pointed out that a smartphone is usually compact in
size – this is mainly because one of its essential functions is the ability to make calls and
send text messages, so the user should be able to have the device with him or her the
whole time. The size of the screen affects how it is operated, so it also impacts the interface. This is due to very pragmatic reasons – the construction of the desktop website is
very extensive, and the mouse cursor in the context of the monitor screen is a tool much
more precise than the human finger controlling the small screen of the smartphone. The
computing abilities of today’s smartphones and the accessibility to the Internet allow us
to perform the same actions available on our regular-sized computers. Optimal and comfortable use of smartphones is possible thanks to the interface adapted to its diagonal
screen. In reality, it means that websites nowadays have been optimized to fit the smartphone’s screen – this relates to the graphics, menus, and site’s content. Research shows
that page loading time influences our decision whether to stay or leave it so the faster
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the page displays correctly on the mobile device, the greater the chance that the user will
stay and perform the desired action [Majchrzyk, 2017]. It is a common knowledge that
users surfing the Internet on their phones most often look for store opening hours, company’s information such as phone numbers and addresses, etc., so user’s satisfaction
depends on the exposure and availability of that information, which later results in the
increase of website’s popularity. The use of the variation of new media in the context of
smartphones has made it possible to adapt this medium to social expectations better.
Until recently, the user could choose whether he wanted to use the mobile or desktop
version of a website, but nowadays they tend to adapt themselves to the screen on which
they are displayed. This functionality is called Responsive Web Design, and it means that
there is an algorithm responsible for communication between the device and the server
which enables the screen size identification on which the page will be displayed, and
then it adjusts its graphic design and interface. Website optimization from the user’s
point of view happens automatically, but it is predetermined and designed for particular
screen diagonal ranges, and may include a choice between a classic (desktop) interface
and a mobile one depending on the diagonal of the screen on which it is displayed. Designing responsive websites is becoming a standard process, which is understandable
as it has a positive impact on the overall using experience. Here is a perfect example of
the variation of new media – Responsive Web Design technology is supported by Google so it is understandable that it has a substantial impact on indexing pages in Google
search engine, which is now the technological standard. Its popularity is growing and
considering the tendencies related to mobile internet consumption and constant smartphoneization it is no wonder that this website is known worldwide.
Instagrams reality created by the take-anywhere mobile camera.
According to Manovich cultural transcoding is being regarded as the most important consequence of computerization of the media. The development of variation related to the popularization of smartphones and the need to adapt network resources to
their capabilities proves the existence of a specific logical program that is used on mobile devices. The newly created logic for the smartphone contributed to the creation
and development of the most well-known mobile application for photo hosting which is
breaking popularity records across the world and is called Instagram. This application
was created in 2010 and was free of charge on IOS mobile operating system (initially,
it could only be used on Apple brand smartphones). The application allows registered
users to share photos and videos and it also gives the possibility to apply filters, adjust
the general settings and mark not only the place where the picture was taken but also
profiles of other registered users. Statistics show that taking photos and recording short
films are the most often carried out activities by smartphone users – it is only surpassed
by browsing the Internet [Marketing Charts, 2016]. The very nature of the photos is the
subject to the logic of the medium - that is the smartphone and the context in which it is
used. Considering the above, it is, in fact, a small camera that is always with us, used for
documenting our lives. The photographs that are made are not always of good quality,
and they often don’t present high artistic values, but Instagram was designed to accommodate this logic. At the time of its creation, the service enabled sharing photos in the
resolution not higher than 640x640, which determined their low quality but surprisingly
it did not prevent the service from becoming more and more popular.2 Currently, it is
ranked 3rd regarding the number of users of social networking sites in the world with the
number of active users, exceeding the amount of 800 million [Kallas, 2017]. With this in
mind, we can ask ourselves where its popularity came from? It seems that the answer
can be found both in the technical features of the application and in its social dimension.
2
In 2015 the resolution of shared images was increased to 1080x1080, but this change didn’t
make a significant difference in the quality of the photos.
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Coming back to L. Manovich’s logic, we will focus on technical aspects in which we can
find the impact of the application on the shared content, i.e. cultural transcoding.
Let us identify the areas in which the most important new media feature is reflected
in the Instagram mobile application.
• The mobile nature of the application and its functions.
Instagram has been programmed to be easy to use when people are on the move.
Taking a photo requires from the user only one operation. Publishing it, even if preceded
by an additional change of the settings, takes just a few seconds. Currently, it is also
possible to participate in real-time broadcasts, where observers can join a chat, or they
can comment on the viewed images.
• Users Friendly Interface.
The application’s interface is simple and intuitive, which makes it easy to use. This
may not seem visible at first glance, but the fact that users do not think about the interface while using the application means that it is well designed and it also proves its
most desirable feature – intuitiveness [Krug, 2017, pp. 10-20]. The graphic layout of the
application along with the interface, on the whole, are coherent, aesthetic and easy to
use. Because of this even less interesting photos gain on attractiveness.
• Characteristic functionalities.
The technical possibilities that creators enabled in the application and which are
vastly popular have a significant impact on its success. Probably the most important one
is the possibility of pre-processing a photo using graphics filters. They alter the colors,
temperature, exposure and even its design (the photo can be aged by applying the correct filter). The popularity of filters is driven by the desire to present each picture most
attractively at the expense of authenticity, which becomes debatable. Filters are widely
used by Instagram users as a method of editing and improving the reality presented in
the pictures and are another manifestation of cultural transcoding.3
• Categorization of content
The only option currently available for categorizing the content on Instagram is using hashtags. The word is made of two English words – ‘hash’ which stands for the sign
‘#’ and ‘tag’ for a marker. A hashtag is any word preceded by a ‘#’ sign used to group and
categorize content on Instagram. It was initially used to classify content on the popular
IRC platform in the 1980s. The creators of Instagram adapted this categorization method, and the community started coming up with their own, original hashtags. The use of a
hashtag does not always have to be limited to the categorization of content (although it
is still its primary role), it can also perform other functions such as expressing the desire
to manifest belonging to a given group, identifying with specific values, showing aspirations, etc. The hashtags from Instagram have penetrated the colloquial language and
youth pop culture (e.g., they are commonly seen them in hip-hop texts).
Instagram has been primarily programmed for one medium – a smartphone. From
the perspective of L. Manovich described in The Language of New Media, the smartphone functions in modern society as a new medium thanks to the smartphone-adapted
applications. What makes it unique is not the fact that it was made several years after
the first edition of the book, in which Lev conceptualized the paradigm of soft technological determinism, but that it meets the assumptions of this theory. The relationship
between the medium and society in the case of cultural variation and transcoding often
occurring in the form of feedback (which is exemplified by the responsiveness of websites) complements the sociological theories and still allows a better understanding of
the functioning of media reality.
3
More about the popularity of filters on Instagram, See. https://www.canva.com/learn/popular-instagram-filters/ [online: December 3, 2017];
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Discussion
Concerning the smartphone as well as the mobile application Instagram, features
of new media identified by Manovich have been proved which also confirms the further
usefulness of the concept of soft technological determinism in explaining the reality
of new media and its potential future development. As it was previously mentioned the
contrary point of view is social determinism. Authors of this conception emphasize that
society makes all of the technological changes which come from the economic system.
It is more the society that influences the shape of technology than the reverse. Among
the most well-known representatives of this trend, M. Castells [2008], P. Levy [1998], M.
Lister and others [2008], and P. Levinson [2010] can be mentioned. It should be also emphasized that individual authors do not deny the impact of technology on society and its
communication habits, but simply do not admit its primary role. If we take in to account,
that we considered the further use of technological determinism as a still-current approach that broadens our view of technology, but not the only proper, theories of social
determinism do not contradict the basic thesis of work.
Conclusion
New media that are continually emerging and evolving can still be analyzed from
the point of view of the characteristics of the new media identified by Manovich. Numerical representation, modularity, and automation are inseparably related to all digital
media controlled by operating systems. Further existence and evolution of variation and
cultural transcoding were not apparent. The responsive web interface is a practical realization of the variation resulting from the need to adjust the display of web pages to
different screen sizes. Indeed, further research on this topic is recommended, because it
is certainly possible to find more examples of variations resulting from the growing use
of smartphones in the Internet consumption.
Instagram turned out to be a great example of cultural transcoding. The impact of
a specific logic of photography taken by the mobile phone camera as a way to express
oneself but also taking pictures at all and their functions in social reality seem to be
very wide. Confirmation of technological factors affecting the medium content layer (the
example of the Instagram) at the same time confirms the claim that “the medium is the
message”.
We consider that conducting further research in the field of soft technological determinism is reasonable and potentially very beneficial for a better understanding of the
media and the possibilities of future development.
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PERCEPTION OF EXTERNAL
MARKETING COMMUNICATION
OF COMPANIES BY YOUNG
CUSTOMERS
Adrian Rudczuk1
Abstract
External marketing communication of companies is a purposeful process of transferring information to the company’s environment - society, competitors, clients and receiving their feedback.
Based on the signals, the company adapts its way of communication. Choosing the most suitable
type of communication may be one of the factors deciding about a company’s success. Even the
best offer would not be able to attract customer’s attention if the information did not reach one.
The article combines secondary data - results of the research conducted in Polish companies regarding the use of communication tools, and primary data obtained from own surveys carried
out on students regarding the perception of those tools. The purpose of the article is to evaluate the
perception of different communication forms by young customers.
Keywords: external communication of companies, marketing tools, marketing communication.

Introduction
High variability in the marketing industry comes from a vast number of companies
on the market, among which each tries to distinguish itself from others and convince
potential customers. Therefore, to keep the effectiveness of the advertisement, marketers around the world continually work on the introduction of new content to the market,
as well as on the selection of the most effective ways of delivering that information to
potential clients.
The choice of appropriate way of communication with the market environment is
very crucial if the company wants to achieve success in the market. Even the best-offered products or attractive promotions will not give the expected outcome if potential
customers do not receive information about them. Currently, there is a wide choice of
tools thanks to which the companies can deliver the news. Some of them have already
been used for a long time, and other appeared only recently. However, it is important to
remember that the process of communication (also marketing communication) works in
both directions. Not only companies send the messages, but also acquire the data from
the market environment. This informative feedback has the purpose of evaluating the
quality and value of used tools. It is essential to consider feedback when choosing right
communication tools, but it is also important to be aware of the fact that individual consumers may perceive some tools as annoying and therefore subjectively interpret them.
1

Adrian Rudczuk, master degree student at the University of Technology in Bialystok, Poland.
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Methods of external communication of companies
External communication is a method of exchanging the information between the
company and its market environment. There can be distinguished two types of communication:
• formal – planned advertising actions (ads, direct promotion, PR);
• informal – unplanned, continuous activities that have the purpose of delivering information about the company and its offers.
Table 1. General classification of marketing communication
Source: Own elaboration based on “The Basic Classification of Marketing Communication” [Kaczmarczyk, 2015, p. 34-35]
Elements of
Types of promotion and its research
communication

Promotion tools and its
research
– Public relations (PR)

Company promotion

– Corporate identity (CI)
– Publicity
– Sponsoring

Non-personal
Product or service
promotion
promotion
(indirect)
Formal communication

– Ads
– Other types of product
promotion
– Commercial promotion

Sale promotion

– Consumer promotion
– Internal promotion
– Merchandising

Personal promotion (direct
or indirect)

– Acquisition and representation
– Personal sales, telemarketing
– Demonstrations
– Analysis of competitive
advertising

Research of promotion’s environment
Promotion
research

– Market of advertising
research
– Research of the recipients of the advertising
– Analysis of channels of
promotion

Research on promotion’s effect

– Study of promotion’s
effectiveness
– Study of promotion’s
efficiency

There are many various classifications of marketing communication. Table 1. presents one of them, elaborated by Stanisław Kaczmarczyk [2015]. According to it, marketing communication consists of formal communication and promotion research working
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as feedback.
Non-personal promotion:
• company promotion – has a purpose of delivering information concerning the
whole enterprise, its employees, and other projects to the environment. It is mostly realized with the use of tools such as, e.g., sponsoring, websites, social media marketing,
PR, gadgets, etc.;
• product or service promotion – relies on informing potential customers about the
existence of a product or service, and convincing them to the purchase by presenting the
benefits of doing so. To do this, companies utilize such forms of communication tools
like TV, radio ads, product placement, billboards, citylights, etc.;
• sale promotion – conducted for maximizing the number of products/services sold,
and consequently the profit. It is often bound to offering various coupons delivered with
leaflets, commodity discounts, or even just influencing the client’s behaviour via merchandising.
Personal promotion consists of an individual recommendation of offered products
or services by employees in the company (e.g., sellers, sales representative, etc.). An
unquestionable advantage of this communication form is the possibility of conducting a
dialogue with a potential buyer, during which a worker can adjust the information given
by receiving immediate feedback. Personal promotion can have two forms:
• direct- an employee meets potential buyers face to face;
• indirect – an employee contacts the client by phone, an e-mail or by a letter.
Promotion research allows the company to obtain the information from a market
environment. It consists of two elements:
• research of promotion’s environment – usually conducted in the first order, as the
results obtained allow for planning better marketing actions. Research on information
recipients is extraordinarily useful, as the data provided by them allows for adjusting the
content of the messages for adequate market sections in which the enterprise works.
Research on transmission channels also plays a significant role. Possessing optimized
content messages allows for establishing which way of its transmission would convince
the most significant number of customers. During planning a marketing action, it is important to remember the factor which is competition.
Therefore, it is crucial to analyse its actions in the market environment and to respond accordingly;
• research on promotion’s effect – according to a rule which says that to govern
something, it needs to be measured first. The situation looks similar in case of messages sent to the market environment by the companies. To invest in the ones making
relatively the most significant profit, it is first necessary to select them. Two criteria can
be used in marketing communication tools evaluation: effectiveness (to what degree a
statement allowed for realizing of goals) and efficiency (effective statements are those
which the outcome exceeds the input).
Measurement of broadcasted messages’ efficiency can have many various forms.
A way of measurement is in a big part dependant on a communication tool and the goal
that a company wants to achieve thanks to it. In case of promotions of specific brand
products, brand awareness indicators are commonly used. To the most popular ones
belong:
• spontaneous awareness – a percentage of a target message recipient group, who
can name the brand without researcher’s help;
• supported awareness – the proportion of target recipient group, who declares familiarity with a brand after mentioning its name;
• top of mind – a percentage of research participants who point at a brand as the first
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that comes to their minds.
The situation is simpler in case of various sale promotions or product and service
promotions. The most straightforward effectiveness evaluation methods include e.g.:
• market penetration index – shows a relation of people who bought a specific product or service to a general respondent number, during a certain period;
• attitude adjustment ROI – consists of researching the attitude to a product in two
customer groups: message recipients and people who were not targeted by them. Then,
by comparison of both groups’ results, attitude adjustment index is obtained;
• sale value estimated after releasing the message and its comparison to a value
from a similar period with no promotion. This allows to obtain meaningful results, which
then just have to be elaborated based on set goals;
• in case of promotional leaflets or codes sent via text messages or e-mails, the measurement process is even more straightforward. The only thing a company needs to do
is to check the number of purchases with the use of such codes.
Apart from the above mentioned methods of measuring the effectiveness of external communication tools of companies there are many others, such as: audiometric and
visiometric methods utilised in TV and radio ads, or various analytical instruments used
to measure the effect of advertising on the Internet, e.g.: Google Analytics for tracking
traffic on websites ; Brand24, which allows to monitor the network and social media;
Freshmail - e-mail marketing support.
On the other hand, when it comes to assessing efficiency, it is essential to compare
the benefits with the costs that have been incurred. This is a relatively undemanding action. A situation gets more complicated when it comes to effects which cannot be measured, like company’s image. Evaluation in such cases is generally based on an objective
rating of an enterprise’s governing personnel.
There is a wide choice of tools, thanks to which enterprises communicate with the
environment and their selection is often dependant on a budget planned for this kind of
actions, as well as on a goal which the companies want to achieve. According to literature, there can be distinguished three fundamental objectives of marketing communication:
• reminding a client of the product;
• informing about an offered article and the place where it can be purchased;
• convincing to buy specific goods.
During planning phase on how to use each tool, companies usually want to obtain
more concrete effects, for instance: gaining new clients, building awareness and creation of brand’s image or general sale support.
As stated in the report ‘Nowa rola marketingu’ [2016], summarizing ‘Marketing
Progress’ conference, communication tools that are the most commonly used by companies in the market environment are websites. Among enterprises taking part in the
survey, as many as 187 (93.5%) declared owning one. The research sample consisted of
200 companies operating on the Polish market: 34% small (10-49 employees), 34 medium-sized (50-249 employees) and 32% large (over 250 employees) businesses. Most of
them were service (35,5%) and trading (32,5%) companies. The remaining 32% were production companies (29%) and companies of an administrative nature (3%). All of them
ran marketing activities on the Internet during the time the survey was conducted.
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Figure 1. The most popular methods of external communication
Source: www.marketingprogress.pl/publikacja/raport-nowa-rola-marketingu [online: June 4, 2017]

Figure 1 presents detailed results of research. Apart from websites, which are the
unquestionable leaders amongst the most frequently used ways of companies’ marketing communication, very popular are also leaflets (66.5%) and press advertisements
(63%). E-mails and event marketing were placed slightly lower, being used by a bit more
than a half of respondents. The least popular proved to be TV ads (16.5%), product placement (19.5%) and activities related to the social responsibility of business (21%). Above
all, this comes from relatively high costs, as a result of which those methods are mostly
used by big businesses. Taking into consideration popularity of social media, the fact
that only 48% of companies declared their usage in the process of communication with
the environment, can be surprising. The reason for this is the variety of presumptions
concerning limited reach of the content published on the popular social networking site
Facebook, which is the first thing that comes to mind when it comes to social media.
Some of those rumors are significantly exaggerated; some are based on independent
studies. All of them, however, may influence the effectiveness rating of this tool among
the marketers. Such circumstances had a significant impact on increasing influencers’
popularity in the marketing. Engaging such people in campaigns may remind recommendation marketing, but in contrast to it, influencer marketing is based exclusively on subjective opinions, which people share with a broader audience. Having said that, it should
be remembered that there is a thin line between engaging well-known personalities and
their sponsoring. It mainly depends on the conditions of cooperation with companies
– in case of sponsoring they are required to publicize certain content (often skipping its
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negative aspects), whereas above-mentioned influencer marketing mostly relies on subjective opinions of those people who are usually much more authentic than a traditional
advertisement.
Another handy tool for communicating information that has come up relatively recently and has gained enormous popularity not only in marketing but also in other areas
of life are beacons - small Bluetooth transmitters that give signals received by the applications on smartphones. A high potential of this solution is because today a significant
proportion of people leave their home without smartphones. This gives a considerable
number of potential recipients of messages which are sent to the mobile device when
the person is within reach of the transmitter. The advantage of this solution is that potential customers receive marketing information when they are located close to the outlets
from which they are sent. This makes it possible to visit a particular store without much
effort and to explore its offer.
Tools used for external communication are an integral part of the company’s marketing strategy, and their adequate selection is often a deciding factor in the organization’s success. Consequently, by choosing the way information is communicated to the
market environment, marketers try to combine the various tools so that they can minimize their weaknesses to optimize the flow of data to potential customers.
External communication of companies in student’s perception - survey results
Purpose and methodology
The purpose of the study was to examine the perception of various forms of companies’ external communication by young consumers – university students.
The study was primal, quantitative. The method that was used is a diagnostic survey, based on a self–designed questionnaire. It consisted of 12 questions. To reach the
respondents more easily and quickly, the questionnaire was posted on the ankietka.pl
portal, and the links to it were published on groups of students on the social media website – Facebook.
Characteristics of the research sample
The research sample was selected in a targeted way, a 100% of which were students from Bialystok University of Technology and the University of Bialystok. The decisive role in the selection of this particular social group played its prospectiveness.
University students, as young consumers who develop different patterns of behaviour in
the market environment, will become significant buying power in the coming years. The
sample size was 100 people – consisting of 50 undergraduate students from the University of Bialystok and 50 Master degree students from Bialystok University of Technology.
Most of the surveyed (93%) were 18–24 years old. Remaining 7% constituted of students
at the age of 25–29. Majority of the respondents (57%) were female university students,
and male accounted for 43%.
Subjective evaluation of the external business communication forms in perceptions of young customers
Figure 2 refers to respondents’ answers to the frequency of encounters with various
forms of external business communications within a single day. 46% declared that they
come across multiple messages almost always (15%) or often (31%). Surprisingly, 16%
responded that they had not met any form of marketing messages. Most likely they do
not pay any attention to it, or they do not even realize the nature of the various activities
of the companies. The remaining 38% of the respondents encountered multiple forms of
transmission relatively rarely. Given that students spend a significant part of the day at
college, this is a reasonable result.
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Figure 2. A frequency of respondents’ daily encounters with various forms of external
business communication

The next question concerned the relevance of the information provided by the companies to the recipients. The distribution of the responses obtained is shown in fig. 3.
More than half (54% of respondents) considers the information provided by companies to be relevant from their point of view. Only 14% had a different opinion on that
matter. It is likely that these people see external communication of companies as a way
to make them buy a particular product or service. Consequently, they often avoid marketing messages or just ignore them. This result is to a large extent coincidental with 16% of
respondents who responded in the earlier part (fig. 2) that they had not met any external
communication during the day. The remaining 32% had no opinion on that subject.
Figure 3. Assessment of the relevance of information provided by the company from
the customer’s point of view

When asked about how often they bought something based on the information provided by the company during the previous week (fig. 4), only 13% declared doing so regularly (3%) or often (10%). This might be the result of searching for additional information
while shopping for selectable goods (e.g., TV, clothes). The majority (57%) answered that
they did not buy anything. Remaining 30% said that they are probably people, who did not
know which product to choose and they ended buying something, that they had seen in
an ad before, instead of buying an entirely unknown product.
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Figure 4. A frequency of purchase due to the company – information provided in the
previous week

In the next part of the survey, respondents were asked to share their subjective opinion about various communication tools used by companies. A 6-grade scale was used
for the assessment, where 5 meant that the tool in their opinion was very effective, 1 –
ineffective, and 0 – they have not encountered this communication method. A detailed
breakdown of scores is presented in table 2.

Communication Tools

Table 2. Rating of communication tools in perceptions of respondents

Websites
Leaflets
Press advert
TV advert
Product placement
E-mail marketing
Social media marketing
Company newspapers
Telemarketing
Radio advertisement
Word of mouth marketing
Sponsoring
Outdoor, billboard,
citylight
Gadgets
Public relations (PR)
Beacons
Online advertisement (display, pop-up)
Influencer marketing

0
1%
5%
8%
2%
5%
3%
5%
7%
9%
10%
15%
9%

1
6%
21%
33%
6%
13%
42%
10%
21%
39%
24%
9%
14%

Rating
2
3
11% 24%
30% 23%
24% 23%
13% 34%
28% 36%
29% 18%
18% 32%
26% 24%
25% 16%
31% 27%
17% 21%
22% 24%

1%

8%

13%

50%

21%

4%
14%
25%

6%
16%
13%

20%
32%
20%

36%
20%
28%

19% 15%
11% 7%
11% 3%

7%

29%

29%

16%

12%

7%

14%

15%

24%

29%

14%

4%

4
25%
14%
9%
24%
12%
6%
20%
18%
8%
8%
24%
21%

5
33%
7%
3%
21%
6%
2%
15%
4%
3%
0%
14%
10%
7%
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Out of the most often used external communication tools, respondents see websites as the most effective in communication with clients (33% rated them as very effective and 25% effective) and TV adverts (21% – very effective, 24% – effective). This is
probably due to the range that those tools offer. Next in the ranking, as “doing fairly well”,
are: outdoor advertising, billboards, citylights, social media marketing, and gadgets. According to their opinion, the worst communication tools are e-mail marketing (42% rated
this form of communication as ineffective), telemarketing (39%) and press advertising
(33%). The least recognizable communication tool, which was not recognized by a quarter of the respondents were beacons. This may be due to the fact that this is a relatively
rare solution in Bialystok and that messages sent by beacons to mobile devices are often
considered to be application notifications rather than signals from an external device.
Figure 5. The most often encountered and the most effective communication tools
according to the respondents

Figure 5. reflects respondents’ answers to two questions – which forms of communication tools have the most significant impact on them, and which they encounter
the most often. Each respondent could choose from 3 tools on the attached list. As in
the previous question (Table 2), websites (47%) and TV advertising (46%) are the most
successful in their opinion. The frequency with which they encounter those tools is also
relatively high - websites are listed as the most commonly used external communication tool by 35% of students, while TV advertising by 48%. In the category of the most
frequently encountered, the 1st place was occupied by the leaflets (52%), with 25% of respondents considering this tool effective. There is much less efficiency here, compared
to other often common tools. This may be due to the fact that leaflets are a relatively
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inexpensive tool for marketing communication, and therefore are commonly used by
many businesses. The lowest rank in the ranking was: PR (3% declared PR as effective,
2% - most often encountered) and beacons (3% - effective and 3% - most common).
Conclusion
Companies have a wide range of tools available to communicate with the market
environment. The purpose of the article was to assess customers’ perception of the
forms of external business communication. In the study, 100 students shared a subjective opinion on the topic. In their view, the best are websites, leaflets, and TV advertising.
These tools have a broad reach. However, the cost of TV commercials is relatively high,
and so mostly only large companies choose this medium to promote their products.
Websites, on the other hand, are much cheaper and usually fulfill informative functions.
However, one cannot ignore the fact that many companies sell online on their websites,
which certainly has a positive impact on the ratings. Leaflets are a popular, low-cost
solution used by companies of all kinds. The ratings were much lower than websites and
TV commercials, but 52% of respondents mentioned the tool as the most common. A big
downside for this type of advertising may be the fact that some people can see it as an
annoying, useless paper clogging their mailbox.
An important aspect is that 54% of respondents considered the information provided by companies as relevant to the customers, and 43% report to have bought something (with different frequency) based on this information. Tools such as outdoor advertising, billboards, citylights, social media marketing, and gadgets, were also positively
evaluated. The worst in the communicating with the young customers (in their opinion)
is in turn: e-mail marketing, telemarketing, and press advertising. Also, PR and beacons
did not get very high ratings. This may be due to the fact that students often do not pay
attention to PR activities, considering them a standard. As for beacons, this is probably
the result of the fact that it is a relatively new solution, and not commonly used in Bialystok. In addition, it is also affected by thinking of information, sent by beacons, as of
mobile app notifications.
The test group was not representative and the results obtained in the study cannot
be generalized to the entire population. Also, it should be kept in mind that while examining the student’s perception of different communication tools, the impact of advertising
on the human being’s subconscious was omitted. Therefore, in order to select the optimal combination of tools for communicating information by companies, it is necessary
to measure their effectiveness with more accurate methods, for example brand awareness indicators, market penetration index or other analytical tools.
High variability characterizes the marketing industry, therefore it is necessary to
carry out continuous research in order to appropriately respond to the changes taking
place in the market environment. It is also important to keep an eye on technological developments that can lead to better and cheaper ways of communicating with the market
environment.
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ONLINE MARKETING IN POLITICAL
COMMUNICATION - ITS ESSENCE,
INSTRUMENTS, AND FUNCTIONS
Anna Karwacka1
Abstract
Online marketing is nothing else than a model of traditional marketing in cyberspace; it is a
hybrid of previous forms of mass communication. In the first decade of the 21st century, the instruments used in marketing in political communication were revolutionized by the emergence of solutions enabling the interactions of users on the Internet. This type of marketing is characterized by a
range of concepts, and includes online advertising campaigns, websites, interactive social networks,
video-sharing sites, which encourage users to regularly post new material, websites that enable the
publication of photos, images and other files or those that are based on content provided by users i.e.
Wikipedia (including blog sites). Contemporary, internetized election campaigns combine low costs
with effectiveness because location no longer limits social contacts in the exchange of election-related information.
Key words: online marketing, political communication, website, social network, blog, election campaign

Introduction
Political communication is an integral part of a political system functioning in the
social space. It is the fundamental process of the information-based influence of political representatives on society.
This article is a theoretical review. It aims to identify key aspects of the political
communication process, to review the Internet marketing tools used by politicians, and
to explain the influence the media have on shaping the interactions taking place within
political communication. The research method applied can be defined as a descriptive
analysis based on knowledge gathered as a result of a critical review of literature in the
field of political marketing.
Another issue analyzed is the effectiveness of specific promotional tools. The focus was on which tools reach the largest number of recipients, which are the best for
shaping a politician’s image. The article also presents the relation between costs and
effectiveness of the particular tool.
The main hypothesis assumes that politicians or their political marketing specialists continually adapt and use the Internet tools to get the feedback and interaction enabling mutual, open communication. However, the efficient use of political communication tools depends on the politicians’ online activity and their reaction speed.
Also, it can be assumed that modern politicians continue to lack sufficient knowledge in the field of Internet promotion.
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Due to the complexity of the subject, conclusions from case studies were applied.
Jacques Gerstlé argues that politics could not function without a communication
process and that interpersonal relations would also not exist without communication
[Gerstlé, 2016, pp. 13-15]. In analyzing political communication, Spanish Marie José
Canel also emphasizes that the practice of politics is based primarily on skillful communication. Furthermore, Dominique Wolton defines political communication as an antonym to lowering the rank of politics and, moreover, as a requirement for the functioning
of a broadly defined public space [Wolton, 2015, p. 256]. On the other hand, the professionalization of communication accompanies the implementation of marketing basics
into policy areas [Neveu, 2012, p. 68]. Given the rapid and multipolar development of the
media and the fact that the media are considered to be the fourth power, communication
instruments are becoming an inseparable element of political life [Michalczyk, 2005, p.
17].
A form of political communication that deals with creation and exchange of values
between political actors is online marketing.
The importance of the Internet in political marketing will continue to grow together
with the generational change of Polish voters. This is because Internet users belong to
the category of citizens who actively participate in political elections. It should be noted
that according to surveys conducted in 2017, the Internet access of Polish households
amounted to 81.9% [Główny Urząd Statystyczny, 2017], which is over 16 million Internet
users in Poland between 16 and 74 years of age [Główny Urząd Statycznyczny, 2017].
This applies to the range of people who are in the voting group. Given that campaigns
can last up to two years, and sometimes even the entire term, sixteen-year-olds reach the
age of majority in time to vote for their favorite.
A feature of the measures that fall within online marketing conducted in parallel
to traditional marketing is a reduction in the costs of communication activities. The key
importance is the fact that specific content can be immediately posted online without
printing and distributing materials.
Given the use of online marketing instruments in political communication, it must
be highlighted that it is much easier to identify voters’ profiles (regardless of the traditional segmentation of the political market) and to analyze their base. Currently, available
tools enable detailed analysis of potential voters who enter candidates’ websites and are
interested in their election programs. Every electoral politician can independently obtain
such data – for example, by browsing Google Analytics statistics, conducting surveys,
using an external entity or through an advertising agency or experts appointed by the
electoral committee.
The increasing impact that candidates have on the Internet content improves the
effectiveness of reaching active voters with political messages. Knowing the needs, expectations, and opinions of voters within a given social group, it is possible to target
the group with well-formulated messages and to apply effective measures. In addition,
social contacts in the area of exchange of election-related communications can spread
faster and, most importantly, without being limited by location.
Another area for analysis is the diversification of the models of fees for purchased
advertisements. In this respect and in the context of money spent, specialists can analyze the effectiveness of campaigns much more accurately. One of the most popular
tools is a cost-per-mille (CPM)2, which is an indicator used in planning and analyzing the
effectiveness of advertising campaigns on the Internet. CPM shows the average cost
per click on an advertising banner or sponsored link by 1,000 Internet users, compared
with the entire budget allocated to the advertising campaign. Another frequently used
method of paying for advertising is a cost-per-click, where the advertiser pays when an
2
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Internet user clicks on a banner or another form of online advertising. The lower the CPC,
the lower the average cost an advertiser must incur for each banner view.
However, an Internet campaign is useful only if the candidate is prepared to be
regularly active online and provide quick responses. This is because Internet users are
not patient, and quickly become discouraged in the absence of information or contact.
Neither buying ads nor targeting the relevant target group will bring the expected results
if the candidate does not get involved.
Websites
Nowadays, websites are a standard in the process of communication with voters
and media representatives. They are considered to be the cheapest information channel
that, at the same time, provides the publisher with full control over the content of the
message. One’s website must be positioned, regularly updated, and promoted. The address of a politician’s official website is usually found on all printed election materials,
banners, and roll-ups that form the backdrop at appearances.
Bearing in mind the scale of marketing activities that form part of an election campaign, a politician may decide to use one of several possible types of official websites. To
choose the most appropriate type of website, the candidate must take into account the
Internet penetration rate of the voters in a given electoral district and, in particular, the
target group he/she intends to reach. If this indicator is weak and modest, then simple
activities should be implemented, such as launching a website, usually presenting the
candidate’s program and political profile. In a medium-scale online campaign, a website also includes the social aspect, where voters have the opportunity to communicate
with each other, contact the candidate and his/her staff, as well as use various types of
information exchange tools at their disposal. The website contains more multimedia elements, offers more functionalities, and the blog run by the candidate does not have to be
connected to his/her official website. When implementing a large-scale online campaign,
it is beneficial to also implement an extranet for supporters3 in order to convince them
to participate in the candidate’s campaign. This way, the social aspect is maximized.
A website presents the candidate, his/her election program, and other elements of the
election message as efficiently as possible using a range of multimedia tools such as
video materials with the candidate’s speeches, animations and other interactive content
[Trétarre, 2012, p. 449].
A candidate’s website is visited by several categories of the Internet users characterized by their relationship to the election campaign. These can include the candidate’s
supporters, activists who monitor progress and participate in the exchange of messages, political opponents obtaining information on the campaign, and the undecided voters
who are looking for information about the candidate or the journalists looking for a potential article topic. Representatives of each of those categories have their expectations
and different needs as to the content of the candidate’s official website. In large-scale
campaigns, websites are clearly dedicated to the key target groups of the candidate.
The style, content, vocabulary, and messages are adapted to the recipients. This makes
them a more useful tool in the hands of the content publisher than general pages that
must meet the expectations of all – often opposing – target groups. Such an approach
requires creative methods both for the creation of a website and its management by the
campaign staff, as well as for conducting relevant communication [Trétarre, 2012, p.
450].
3
Extranet – a closed computer network based on internet protocols designed for the exchange of information with business partners. The goal of creating extranets is to make private
resources available between organizations (enterprises), or between them and their clients, while
preventing universal access from the internet - https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ekstranet (accessed on:
February 19, 2017).
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A website has a variety of roles. The first and main one is its information function,
which involves providing information to voters about the candidate, the ticket they are
running on, the party they represent, and their program. It envisions the building of the
politician’s image through graphics and visual features, the page layout, and its ergonomics. A site is also a tool for circulating information. The candidate uses it to present his/
her opinion on current issues, comment on the views and attitudes of competitors, and
provide information to journalists. It can also be used to collect online data and recruit
supporters by forms completed by the users. The candidate’s website is also an ideal
platform to create a virtual community or to learn the opinions of the Internet users via
polls. The site is also one of the leading places to which the candidate’s supporters are
directed during the election campaign.
The website’s ergonomics include its maneuverability and the ease with which visitors can find the information they seek and learn about its functionalities. It is usually
assessed from the point of view of a user, not its creators or electoral staff. Ideally, the
site should be tested by neutral users. Poor ergonomics results in a negative perception
and prevent website visitors from finding information. The intuitiveness of the site is disrupted. Menu bars must be clear and understandable to the general online community.
Images should be coherent with the content, and the hierarchization of information must
be clear and to the point [Trétarre, 2012, p. 452].
Feedback on the popularity and functionality of the website is also invaluable. A
ready website is usually registered in a system that enables statistical analysis - most
often in the free Google Analytics. These type of tool help obtain information on the number of views, visits, keywords based on which users find the page, and on the location of
people entering the site, their gender, age, etc. [Proniewicz, 2014, p. 36]
Politicians usually create domains using their name with their country’s suffix (in
Poland - pl, in France - fr, etc. In response to the intuitive searches of the Internet users,
the candidates and their election committees register other available domains that may
be associated with them during the election campaign.
Blogosphere and vlogosphere
Blogosphere is a term that defines all blogs as a community or social network.
Individually run blogs can be linked together, allowing authors to leave comments on
the related to the content entries, or to link them. Blogs can have their own distinctive
culture. It can be assumed that blogs are a type of publication, while the blogosphere has
become a social phenomenon.
The term ‘blogosphere’ was first used on September 10, 1999, by Brad L. Graham
[Dash, 2010]. On the other hand, the word ‘blog’ was created from the combination of
the words ‘web’ and ‘log’, which means a type of website containing separate, usually
chronologically ordered entries. The readers of a given online journal or blog can usually
archive, categorize, tag, and also comment on entries.
According to Judy Strauss and Raymond Frost, who refer to data from DazeInfo.
com, in 2011 the total number of blogs in the world exceeded 181 million. It was approximately 146 millions more than in 2006 [Strauss, Frost, 2016, p. 339]. On the other hand,
in 2013, there were already almost 317 millions of blogs on the Internet.4 In addressing
the issue regarding politics, the blogosphere is co-created by the authors of blog sites
and/or political blogs, active commentators and passive readers.
The candidate’s blog is a less formal communication tool than the typical website
because it is considered to be an online journal containing daily entries, or entries at other intervals that can be viewed by anyone interested. The candidate does not always run
his/her blog. Often, a political party’s blog has articles published by several or more peo4
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ple who are also responsible for stimulating and activating the entire blog community.
Candidates use their blogs to present their points of view and voice facts that should not
adversely affect their political image. Publishing a biography or referring to details about
the candidate’s personal life is not appropriate during a political campaign. Providing
too much strictly election-related information is also not an optimal solution. Politicians
should work on their image in the context of social accessibility – always being close
to the people. From the perspective of propaganda, the essential value of contact is the
feeling of intimacy in the voter-candidate relationship.
In the blog, which is a tool in the hands of the candidate during the election campaign, opinions are usually expressed on topics that are either only superficially touched
upon or not addressed at all in the election messages [Trétarre, 2012, p. 440]. Political
bloggers use this tool both for their vested interests and group interests. Blogs provide
information and promote the author, but can also be used in campaigns negatively.
How does the classic blogosphere differ from the political one? Of course, in addition to the subject matter, comments play a much more significant role. The elements of
a classic blog are usually notes added by the authors, and comments left by the Internet
users. Classic blogs do not mean much and do not play an advisory role. On the other
hand, political blogs are meant to encourage discussion.
In his research, K. Karnkowski reiterated that the increasing importance of the role
of comments is confirmed by the technical possibility of tracking new opinions. It is
worth noting that RSS readers are programs designed to support information channels
that can be found on most websites. They send news headlines directly from websites to
web browsers so that the Internet users do not have to use the web browser to download
their favorite web pages in order to read the latest information, and can find out when
new content on a given topic is posted on the website they are following [Karnkowski,
2012, p. 16].
RSS feeds enable sending of news headlines from websites to readers. It is a practical solution because all one has to do is to add sources from websites to the RSS reader.
This way, the information channels are refreshed at specified intervals.
For a blog to be fully effective and bring the desired results, it must generate an
increasing number of new visitors, extend the duration of the individual visits to the blog
site, as well as increase the frequency of visits and visitors’ activity. The number of new
blog readers is not a sufficient indicator to assess the effectiveness of visits to the site.
It is also necessary to know the recipients of the blog content. Visits to the blog by the
Internet users who are not part of the target group, except for some special cases, are
not useful to the election campaign. Because of the quantitative aspect, the blog should
use graphics and publish content to reflect the appropriate image and attitude of the
politician. Visitors often place links on other websites. Such activities bring obvious benefits if the Internet users use a search engine to find a website about the candidate or
political party.
When analyzing the duration of a blog visit, the more time a visitor spends on the
site, the more information they can receive. If the Internet user does not quickly find the
information they seek, their visit to the website will be very short. That is why various
methods are used to facilitate surfing the blog’s site and making access to information
in a comfortable, fast and intuitive way. For this purpose, internal search engines, article
classification, and keywords associated with entries are used [Trétarre, 2012, pp. 441443]. Individual blogs play the role of Hyde Park, enabling commenting on the electoral
initiatives taken up by competing candidates. Therefore, links to other blogs (blogrolls)
should play an integral role. Links from other blogs improve the frequency of visits to a
page (PageRank) and, thus, the position of the blog in the Google search engine.
It is also necessary to take into account the form and message conveyed by the
title, and the first sentence of the article. It is the title that usually attracts the attention
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of the Internet users and encourages them to read several sentences of the introduction.
As a result, an interesting introduction will make the visitor read the entire text. Illustrations reinforce impressions and make the text more credible, enabling the visualization
of the discussed topics. By combining the article with the logbook, the blogger establishes almost direct communication with another person, including expressing even his/her
intimate thoughts. Philippe J. Maarek believes that all blogs should contain at least two
elements that increase their interactivity, i.e., the possibility of conducting a dialog with
the Internet users. The first is a discussion forum that allows connected Internet users
to respond to published posts. The second essential element is the link zone connecting
‘friendly’ sites or ones that are the most interesting. Blogs like most Internet messages
are based on hypertext (text that places links and references to other content), which
allows a smooth transition between various information and topics. Hypertext provides
the recipient with ‘freedom of movement’, and changes the way content is consumed
from linear to non-linear. Those links shape the blogosphere. The key here is the number
of links to other blogs that are the most popular and, theoretically, the most influential.
In today’s era, specialized software can ‘map’ the blogosphere topic by topic [Maarek,
2014, p. 333].
According to S. Trzeciak, besides interactivity, information must be up-to-date and
look professional. Every entry containing 300-500 words published several times a week
should have an attractive, intriguing title, and (usually) be dated. It is worth using short
sentences, straightforward language, bullet points, photos, video recordings, and the
above-mentioned internal links. Promoting the blog both online and offline is essential.
However, S. Trzeciak warns against setting up a blog ‘for the sake of it’ if one does not
have the time or the will to run it. [Trzeciak, 2014, p. 221]
There are increasingly more free blog platforms; however, in the context of political
campaigns, the advertisements integrated with them undoubtedly distract readers. The
range of content management systems that allows the administration of blogs is equally
extensive. Examples include Spip – www.spip.net, Joomla! – www.joomla.fr, Dotclear –
fr.dotclear.org, Drupal – drupal.org, Wordpress – www.wordpress-fr.net [Allard, 2012, p.
46] and, in Poland, wordpress.com, blogspot.com, blogger.pl, and joomla.pl.
Research conducted by K. Karnkowski from the University of Warsaw regarding
the political blogosphere shows that not all sites that publish blogs should be considered blog platforms. Blogs are often part of larger sites (such as interia.pl, onet.pl, and
wp.pl), or are something additional to information sites related to magazines (for example, Wprost.pl and Niezalezna.pl). It should be noted that those sites focus mainly on
the news, interesting comments and opinions, not on blogs. Therefore, while the blogosphere includes the blogs mentioned above and their authors, it does not include websites as a whole. Besides blogs, there are also ‘aggregates’. Initially, they played a major
role; however, as the website market expanded their significance declined remarkably.
Nowadays, a better method of aggregating blogs is Multi-Author Blog. MABs are websites that do not publish their blogs but acquire bloggers’ publications in various places
online and publish them in one place. Aggregates are usually addressed to people with
specific political views. The users can find on such sites texts (previously scattered on
the Internet) by authors representing a similar point of view. The history of aggregates
goes back almost as far as the history of the Polish political blogosphere. As they developed and increased in popularity, some aggregates began publishing their own materials
and evolved into independent blog platforms [Karnkowski, 2012, p. 13].
Rafał Wiśniewski and Marcin Zarzecki list blogs as useful tools in local elections
due to minimal costs of reaching the potential voters with candidates message. Another
advantage is the lack of restrictions regarding space for publishing information because
blogs contain current and archived data. Also, blog creators can diversify the content.
Information can be transmitted anywhere at any time thanks to the spread of the Internet
via mobile devices (iPads, iPods, palmtops, cell phones, netbooks).
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The authors list a range of measures that can be implemented via blogs. One of
them is the ability to connect one’s blog to a vertical portal - a specialized portal publishing information in the field of politics. Another feature is the possibility of microblogging
- giving voters brief information about candidate’s thoughts and opinions, as well as
information on the dates of debates or meetings with voters.
Including a blog in an election campaign also facilitates contact with journalists.
This type of medium is prevalent among media representatives. Experience shows that
politicians stimulate the interest of the media in all respects during the pre-election period, and this is always an element of the campaign desired by politicians [Wiśniewski,
Zarzecki, 2015].
Social media
In the literature on the subject, social media fall within the category of technologies that provide easy-to-use CMS mechanisms5, enabling publishing of visual and audio
content on the Internet. Social media are also referred to as a hybrid of previous forms
of mass communication [Faracik-Nowak, 2013, p. 18], a collection of websites and applications that enable the users to interact with their friends [Brown, 2012, p. 21]. They initiated the era of Web 2.0 sites with the implementation of model practices into politics,
feedback, and platforms for virtual discussions.
Online marketing researchers emphasize the benefits of using the Internet in political communication. According to Magdalena Faracik-Nowak, the central aspect of
online tools are: interactivity and two-way communication (as opposed to traditional media), the co-existence of vertical and horizontal communication, promoting equality, the
lack of the role of a journalist, low costs, transmission speed, and global reach [FaracikNowak, 2013, p. 19].
There are social networking sites and applications (for example, Facebook and
Snapchat), discussion forums and groups, blogs and microblogs (for example, Twitter),
instant messengers, chat rooms, photo publishing sites, sites for creating and publishing
videos, virtual worlds, and virtual social games [Lupa, 2016, pp. 22-23].
Modern election campaigns that do not use social media seem to be not effective
anymore. Referring to the research on the use of social media in enterprises by Iwona
Lupa, an analogy can be made to refer to the distinctive characteristics of measures
during election campaigns. A large number of users is crucial for the candidate. According to data from January 2016, 14 million users were registered on social media in
Poland (over one-third of Poland’s population), this number increased by 8% compared
with the previous year [Digital in 2016]. The heads of electoral teams and specialists
involved in running the campaigns are not able to directly control led in the Internet discussions concerning candidates; however, they have a number of tools for engaging
potential voters, influencing the direction of those discussions, and shaping them to suit
the candidates’ campaign strategies [Lupa, 2016, p. 24]. It is possible thanks to blogs,
vlogs, citizen journalism, and social knowledge bases (wiki).
Politicians can also publish a short dossier in their profiles. In this category, websites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and GoldenLine take the lead. The attention should
be brought to the time between the creation of content and its publication or disclosure,
which, in the case of social media, is immediate, and any delays depend only on the users of the site [Kaznowski, 2014, p. 77]. Kaznowski highlights that the information that is
well suited to the needs of the recipients gets wider distribution.
5
(Content Management System) – a system that supports the management of the information content of a website or page, without requiring any specialist knowledge of programming
or website development. It is a system designed to maximize the ease of managing and processing
information (author’s note).
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Another form of the interaction is sharing the resources about the candidates and
their programmes. Sites that enable the users to view, store and share photos, videos or
presentations are Flickr, Instagram, YouTube, and Slideshare.
Politicians seeking an electoral mandate also focus on contact with the local community by commenting on current events. The best tools in this category are Twitter and
live stream services, and livecasts [Miotk, 2016, pp. 84-85]. Also, alert services or SMS
notification systems are often widely used by current presidents or mayors who want to
reapply for the office.
The candidate should have a profile or page on several social networks. When analyzing the use of social media in the political environment, Michał Lange states that
politicians are now beginning to discover the significance and effectiveness of such media. One thing to know about the existence of new communication tools, and another
to know how to use them effectively, for example, in an election campaign. Although an
increasing number of politicians are beginning to appreciate the power of the Internet,
the number of those who can use it efficiently is increasing at a much slower rate [Internetowe kampanie wyborcze, 2013]. Politicians still do not fully realize that the key to
success is an active online presence and a well-planned strategy of using the available
social media tools. Some political parties in Poland perceive this kind of communication
only as an additional one to the traditional election-related activities.
Summarizing the analysis of online marketing tools, it should be emphasized that
their multi-channel use in political communication is related to the activity of the politician. The selection of tools depends on the strategy adopted for the political campaign.
Taking into account the entire range of possibilities, it can be assumed that this area of
politicians’ activities will be entrusted to experts, or that the politicians will acquire the
experience of using online instruments.
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E-DIPLOMACY ON TWITTER.
INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF
STRATEGIES AND EFFECTIVITY
Ewa Kuźniar, Nataliia Filimoniuk1
Abstract
The primary aim of this article is to analyze the Twitter communication strategy and its efficiency. The authors took into consideration four Ministers of foreign affairs from Great Britain, Poland,
Ukraine, and Russia (their private accounts have also been examined). However, considering that
Ministers of Poland and Russia did not have their own Twitter accounts (Witold Waszczykowski and
Siergiej Lawrow), authors decided to analyze private accounts of Great Britain’s and Ukrainian’s Ministers (Boris Johnson and Pavlo Klimkin). All examined profiles are accredited. Because of the popularity of Twitter and the appearance of the new type of diplomacy, which involves social networking sites,
the authors attempted to make a qualitative and quantitative analysis of given accounts. The results
present the effectivity index and also show that spontaneously published messages on social media
have a significant impact on how state institutions convey content. What is more, the qualitative and
quantitative analysis and the effectivity index allows to present the tools needed for e-diplomacy on
Twitter.
Keywords: diplomacy, Twitter, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, effectivity index.

Introduction
In the era of Web 2.0 and social media, one can face a new type of communication. The ease, speed, and possibility of interaction are the qualities of social networking
sites. People expect information flow to reach them at a rapid pace. At present, one can
notice that old media use social media as a source of information, and the leading one
is Twitter [Statista, 2017]. This specific site stands out from others. It is dedicated to the
political dissemination content, and it gives an opportunity for politicians and diplomats
to present their ideas and views. The resolution in communication and the popularity of
social media lead to a new type of diplomacy, which is related to new aims and missions
of foreign policy. This casus is called diplomacy 2.0 [Arendarska,2012, p.52] and has
not been examined by media researchers yet. The books use many names such as electronic diplomacy, e-diplomacy, digital diplomacy, cyber diplomacy, virtual diplomacy or
Internet diplomacy. All of the above are used interchangeably and inconsistently.
Furthermore, the impact of social media was spotted already in 2011, and public relation agency Burson-Marsteller used the term Twiplomacy for the first time [Portal Twiplomacy, [online: April 20, 2017]. In 2013, the same agency analyzed 505 government’s
accounts in 153 countries. The findings of the study depicted that approximately 78%
of leaders have an account on Twitter, 68% maintain mutual relations with politicians
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from other countries and 45 governments are active on Twitter. However, there are no
documents or regulations, which could adequately describe and control this new type
of diplomacy. There is only the draft law on electronic diplomacy introduced by Council
of the European Union [Dyplomacja elektroniczna, 2015]. Its content only generally presents the code of conduct in cyberspace in every member state.
Twitter was created in 2006 and right from the beginning it was distinct from others
social networking sites. Since2] Moreover, all Twitter users can comment on posts of others and can create a relation on the sender-receiver line. The distinctive language spoken
by its users is a significant feature of Twitter. For effective exploit, it is crucial to know all
Twitter tools. The application of hashtags increases the possibility of finding a similar
topic and also attracts users [Bud, 2013]. What is more, the dissemination of the sign #
can lead to a strengthening of the message and the creation of a discussion on given
topic. Puting the sign @ before the word is a fast way to move to the already mentioned
user account. Additionally, it is also important to mention retweets, which make posts
available on the wall.
The scope of research and methodology
The article presents the results of the research conducted between April, 17 and
30, 2017. The study had two stages: quantitative and qualitative. In the first part, the authors the number of tweets, retweets, comments, and likes. Those communication tools,
used only on Twitter, became the essential elements of effectivity index, which was the
main aim of the research. The second part concentrated on communication, the meaning of hashtags, replays, and multimedia accessories. Topics and languages were also
analyzed. The aspects mentioned above gave the authors the opportunity to see some
tendencies and the general image of e-diplomacy run on Twitter.
The conclusions are based mostly on qualitative analysis of diplomacy of four
countries with different culture and history:
1. Great Britain – old European Union member state (now leaving the UE). Its diplomacy is the most stable and based on traditions. It is also one of the countries, where the
adaptation of foreign policy in social networks is being discussed at the state level3.
2. Poland – old member of the Eastern Bloc, which now belongs to European Union.
3. Ukraine – a member of European
4. Union aiming to western standards of diplomacy. This country tries to follow the
EU diplomatic standards, but at the same time, it still follows some typical features of
Ukrainian diplomatic culture.
5. Russia – authoritarian country, which has own principles and purposes of diplomacy.4
Based on recent report “Twitplomacy 2016”, made by Burson-Marsteller [2017], all
the countries mentioned above are a part of The 50 Best Connected World Leaders ranking [Twiplomacy, 2017]. Second place belongs to Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Great Britain is listed as fourth, Ukraine - twenty-second, Poland - twenty-sixth.
O. Annusewicz and A. Morawski already examined the effectivity of political social
media accounts. Their analysis involved a broader research scope, which was based on
the general use of social media by politicians in chosen countries of Eastern Europe.
Considering the aim of this article, the authors decided to choose another, more narrow
2
In September 26, 2017, Twitter doubled the characters limit from 140 to 280. [https://www.
theverge.com/2017/9/26/16363912/twitter-character-limit-increase-280-test
3
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/british-diplomacy-in-the-information-age [online: January 6, 2018]
4
[https://www.rbth.com/lifestyle/327216-when-diplomacy-breaks-down-three [online: January 6, 2018]
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effectivity index presented by I. Leonowicz-Bukała and A. Martens.
Quantitative stage
Considering all the data, seemingly it can be seen that the most significant support
had Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 1,26 million people followed this account. While
Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs account had only 57 thousand of followers (the lowest number). The difference between two accounts is quite significant. Also, it is worth
to mention that the number of tweets, published in the given period, was the highest
in Ukrainian account (310 tweets). On the other hand, the figures show that the Great
Britain Ministry of Foreign Affairs was the least active on Twitter with only 53 tweets
published during two weeks.
Picture1. Quantitative analysis of Twitter accounts
Source: author’s own research

This research also involved foreign Ministers’ private accounts. Considering that
Witold Waszczykowski (Poland) and Siergiej Lawrow (Russia) did not have their private
profiles on Twitter, the authors decided to analyze only Boris Johnson’s and Pavlo Klimkin’s accounts. It can be seen that more popular is Johnson, reaching 312 thousand of
followers. However, it is also important to notice that the difference between those two
diplomats was not considerable. British Minister published only 12 tweets when Klimkin
had 26 tweets. Surprising, although Boris Johnson had quite a significant number of
followers, the number of his tweets was the lowest of all analyzed accounts. It was only
ten tweets during given period. What is more, Johnson had the highest number of likes
and comments.
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Qualitative stage
When analyzing the Twitter accounts, the authors noticed the active usage of other multimedia platforms for publication of the information already posted on Twitter.
Almost all accounts complimented their content with links to posts from official sites
of Ministries of Foreign Affairs. But very often they also used other applications. For
example, the account of Great Britain Ministry periodically distributes link of parliamenlive.tv - an official website of online broadcasts of parliamentary sessions. At the same
time, the account of the Russian Federation Ministry preferred to use Periscope (made
by Twitter) - a live video streaming application. The authors also noticed using pictures
and infographics in large quantities by some accounts, e.g. Russian Federation not only
has the largest number of images but also presents announcements using infographics
(68 photos for 110 tweets).
Picture 2. Multimedia applications used in tweets of Ministries and Ministers’ accounts
Source: author’s own research

A Minister is the chief representative of a ministry, so it is obvious that there will
be a connection between both Twitter accounts. The Ministries of Great Britain and
Ukraine retweet posts of its Ministers and also supplement them with some additional
information. Official Ministries’ accounts also publish quotes of their Ministers by using
hashtags and surnames (#Waszczykowski, #Lavrov). It also can be noticed that only
Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs quotes the Vice Minister. The authors noticed that the
account of Great Britain Ministry has an exceptional feature. It comments its own tweets
combining them in thematic groups.
Topics of all posts were another essential point of the research. However, this stage
was not profoundly analyzed. It is logical that accounts of ministries were created for describing and announcing events connected with ministries’ activities. But, for example,
Polish account very often posted tweets about historical dates and national holidays. At
the same time, Russian account became a field of retweets from other representatives
of ministry and it also published tweets related to the function of Russian Federation
Ministry of Defence.
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Picture 3. The use of hashtags and replies in analyzed accounts
Source: author’s own research

Another essential point in the research was the language. It is important to notice
that the accounts of Polish and Russian Ministry have additional accounts in English
used for international information. Because the target audience of accounts in state
languages are citizens and local media of the particular country that is why there were
differences in the content of tweets depending on the language of the accounts. During
the research, the authors also noticed that accounts of Ukrainian Minister and Ministry
published some official statements in both English and French (this is due to the subject). For example, tweets describing details of President of Ukraine visiting Great Britain were duplicated in English, and the events in Paris were commented in French. The
language of hashtags was also another interesting detail. The internal affairs of national
importance were published with hashtags in the state language, whereas international
ones - in English (for example, #EU, #UE, #ЄС, #ЕС).
Twitter is continually gaining popularity, that is why its functionality increases every
day. The authors also noticed that the analyzed accounts used emoji, namely pictures of
flags of countries to which a post was directed. It is a visualization of the content - in this
case, the recognition of the country. It can be seen in the “exchange” of tweets between
P. Poroshenko (on the Great Britain’s Ministry account) and B. Johnson (on the Ukrainian
Ministry account). This interaction helps to keep track of Ministry’s official reactions to
some events. The authors confirmed this by the example of the situation on the West
of Ukraine, where the presenter of OSCE was killed. Every account published its official
opinion and used hashtag of formal account of OSCE on Twitter.
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Picture 4. The connection of accounts in mutual events
Source: Twitter

Effectivity index
For the authors, the primary purpose of the research was the calculation of the effectivity index of accounts mentioned above. Media researchers give many techniques
[Gackowski, 2014, p. 163–208] how to measure the efficiency of leading the social networking site. But it was decided to choose the one that is the most measurable and
pertinent for this study [Leonowicz-Bukała, Martens, 2016, p. 212].
Picture 5. The formula of effectivity index

According to above ranking, it is noticeable that the first place got @BorisJohnson.
This is a surprising result taking into account the previously presented data. Boris Johnson published only ten own posts during the analyzed period. Despite his lack of activity,
his efficiency turned out to be supreme. What is more, the number of his followers was
around 312 thousand. In comparison with Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs account,
which had 1,26 million followers and got the fourth place, the result can be astonishing.
This result proves that the number of followers does not indicate the efficient use of the
Twitter.
Also, the difference between first ( 316,6) and second (60,6) place is noticeable. The
discrepancy of 256 between Boris Johnson and Pavlo Klimkin’s effectivity index can be
observed. According to the authors, it is caused by the popularity of English language.
The extent of Boris Johnson’s posts was much greater and reached much more Twitter
users. But also the international impact of an individual country has a huge affect on effectivity index. The authors want to indicate that the effectivity index measure only quantitative stage. There are many external factors, which have an impact on the efficiency of
Twitter. However, those were not included in the authors’ research.
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Picture 6. The effectivity index
Source: author’s own research

Also, it is crucial to add that the accounts lead by Ministers had better results. This
trend may be due to the trust from the recipients. The society has confidence in people,
who are well-known. The impersonality of Ministerial accounts can lead to a decrease in
effectiveness. Last place belongs to @MSZ_RP. In spite of the fact that there was a large
number of published tweets by this account, it can be seen that it has no effect on the
efficiency of leading accounts on Twitter.
Conclusion
The main aim of the research was to analyze the Twitter activity of four Ministries
of Foreign Affairs and two Ministers. There are no general rules of diplomacy on the
Internet, but according to the broad vision of diplomacy, it is possible to decide, what
is a norm and what is not. The authors claim that in their opinion there is some inappropriate tendency of using Twitter by Russia and Poland. It is connected with posting
tweets on some topics, which are not related to the Ministerial activity. As an example,
Russian Ministry posted a tweet about the military situation in the country, whereas Poland published tweets connected with past historical events. The language also affects
the effectivity of accounts. By using English, Great Britain can reach more users. Russia
and Poland also have additional accounts, which are maintained in English, whereas
Ukrainian Minister duplicates his tweets in English or French. The effort of using foreign
language enables the Twitter account owner to reach more users.
It was also noticed, that the phenomenon of diplomacy 2.0 creates new diplomatic
canones:
1. publishing opinions about international events;
2. simplifying the diplomatic statements (the information becomes more interactive,
shorter and more accessible by using clippings, hashtags, and emojis);
3. shifting the political communication to publicly available platform (it gives the Twitter users an opportunity to observe and to control e-diplomacy by using the Twitter
tools);
4. connecting with citizens by using a variety of multimedia applications.
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#instalanguage, THE LATEST
TRENDS IN THE POLISH
LANGUAGE AS A RESULT OF THE
EXPANSION OF DIGITAL FORMS OF
COMMUNICATION
Gabriela Piechnik1
Abstract
The publication presents how the Internet and new trends in modern communication influence
the Polish language. Digital forms of communication provoke people to use language shortcuts, borrowings and make users do not care about language correctness. The author attempts to outline the
future development of the Polish language.
Key words: language trends, communication, netspeak

Introduction
Mikołaj Rej wrote – “Let it by all and sundry foreign nations be known
that Poles speak not Anserine but a tongue of their own” [Rej, 1562]. Rej was the
first Polish author to write exclusively in the Polish language. He proposed that Poles
should break with tradition, current in the Renaissance, of writing in Latin [Malinowski,
2003]. Nowadays, it seems that Poles forget to take care of their native tongue again.
The greatest language revolution started in the 20th century and deepened in the 21st
century. The influence of Americanism, postmodernism, and consumerism can be noticed. Also, some political and economic changes that took place in Poland at the end
of the 20th century had an impact on the Polish language [Ożóg, 2004]. The IT revolution
and the development of the new media also have played a significant role.
The purpose of this text is to find the answer to the question how modern online
communication and new trends affect the Polish language? Most Polish linguists have
focused on the impact of short text messages, chats, e-mails and instant messengers
[Ożóg, 2004; Dzioba, 2005; Grzenia, 2007]. Nowadays, it is also worth to look at social
media such as the increasingly popular Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat. In addition to
the main research problem, additional questions appeared: how literature has changed
under the influence of modern forms of communication and how the latest trends have
changed the daily interaction among people.
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Changes in language
Language not only creates our reality, but it undoubtedly reflects the latest developments. It continually shows all the changes of customs, economics, culture, and politics.
An evident rebuilding of the language was also visible in Poland, mostly in the 1980s
and 90s [Ożóg, 2004, p. 16]. The events that took place in the country during that period
resulted in the consolidation of new terms, the introduction of new words, and the emergence of influences that are constantly affecting the Polish language. From the linguistic point of view, the turn in the 90s left the Polish language with the most significant
change. For Polish speakers, those changes were associated with the substantial and
rapid development of the native language.
After changes in political system and abolition of censorship, the Poles changed
their approach to the mother tongue. The Polish language was no longer the most important asset that had to be protected from the occupant [Grybosiowa, 2003]. It should
also be noted that the transformation of the political system has led to another change
- the centrally planned economy has given a way to the free market. Both of those processes, in turn, caused the economic revolution. In a short time, Poles had to name
thousands of new things, institutions, products, phenomena, and processes. In the emergence of new words, several processes that are widely described by Kazimierz Ożóg,
Antonina Grybosiowa or Władysław Lubaś can be distinguished.2 The most important
are: word formation, borrowings and giving new meanings to the “old” names, thus creating neosemanticism. Other, but not less important reasons for changes occurring in
the Polish language, include extremely fast-growing media and consumer culture, which
Poles have become unable to adapt fully. Linguists agree on one thing - the media have
largely contributed to the vulgarization, computerization, and monetization of the Polish
language. Vulgarization may be a threat to the Polish language and disruption of communication between people. The media promote the “strong man” model, whose attribute is vulgar vocabulary [Ożóg, 2004, p. 44-45].
New trends
Currently, the Internet is becoming the fastest source of delivering new lexemes
and a new sense of meanings. It seems that nowadays photos and hashtags are enough
to communicate. In his reflections, Rafał Dzioba emphasizes that the language of the
Internet consists of five basic Internet situations. At the end of 2003 it was possible to
specify:
1. e-mails,
2. websites,
3. chats and instant messengers,
4. role-playing games,
5. other combinations [Dzioba, 2005, p. 463].
However, the Internet is growing too fast for those five online situations to remain
up-to-date. Currently, it seems that there is a need to add to the list a few positions connected with an image like Instagram and Snapchat. More and more people communicate with pictures and words become hashtags, for example, #instalanguage, #instapic,
#photooftheday. Hashtags are a kind of road signs in the Internet, where hash is the symbol “#” and tag means the keyword [Oxford English Dictionary]. Each such combination
of sign and expression can carry a lot of information. First hashtags were used to em2
K. Ożóg in „Polszczyzna przełomu XX i XXI wieku: wybrane zagadnienia”, W. Lubaś in
„Polszczyzna wobec najnowszych przemian społecznych”, [in:] Miodek J. (red.), O zagrożeniach i bogactwie polszczyzn, A. Grybosiowa in article „Dynamika zmian językowych o podłożu kulturowym u
progu XXI wieku (na materiale polskim)”.
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phasize the importance of particular content. They were also used in chatting - to enter
a room or topic, it was necessary to write, for example, #rzeszow to go into the Rzeszow
Regional Room [Grzenia, 2007, p.34]. Later, a Twitter was created, where hashtags became more popular. Message from one American, Chris Messina, in August 2007 said:
“What do you think about using the # sign and thus grouping the discussions?”. The
idea appealed to users and day by day the number of entries tagged with the # symbol
was getting bigger. The first serious test of the hashtags was a forest fire in the San Diego area. The Internet users marked their posts #sandiegofire. That allowed people who
were looking for the information about the disaster to click on #sandiegofire to preview
all messages tagged in this way. That particular situation proved that such postings
could work [Gąsior, 2013] Hashtags are currently used in topics about art, culture, sport,
and politics. They can be used by online communities, but also by event organizers who
just post a keyword associated with the event. Thanks to this, photos, tweets and Facebook posts are grouped under one word. Then there is an exchange of views, and it often
gives a possibility to ask questions to the person in charge [Kopeć, 2015]. The Internet
users are the leaders in inventing keywords.
People describe their pictures only by tagged words, they no longer use sentences.
For example: “#PolishCabaretNight #PodpromieHall #Rzeszow #2017 #laughing #cabarets #EveryoneInForm” which in free translation can mean: “I went to the Polish Cabaret
Night in 2017. The event took place in the Podpromie Hall, in Rzeszow. It was funny.
All cabarets are in shape.” Another example is: “#with @username #in #SlovakParadise
#TatraMountains #chillout #view #40km #onfoot”, which may mean that the sender of
this message relaxes in the Tatra Mountains, exactly in the Slovak Paradise, hiking 40 km
on foot and admiring the beautiful views.
Hashtags force users to use contractions, lose punctuation and other rules of correct sentences. Since hashtags are an American creation, borrowings from English to
the Polish language are apparent and inevitable. Correctness is not the most important;
the most important is time. Borrowings and acronyms are often very economical [Sandorska, Szłapiński, 2016], which makes the senders not care about correctness. Most
often, however, such communication is effective, because most people (especially the
youth) know right away what the sender wants to convey. The hashtags are so powerful
that they appear even in places where they cannot be clicked. However, they encourage
to browse the Internet using a given keyword.3
The Internet is a place where everything that is liked by most of the users instantly
becomes a trend. It can be a random entry, a meme or a photo. But this kind of fame
does not last long. Time shows that the Internet users get bored quickly and look for
new things that would entertain them. Here, it is essential to explain what a meme is.
Providing unambiguous definition of this phenomenon is impossible. It can be defined
as arbitrary, catchy information that takes many forms. Therefore, memes appear as pictures, videos, sentences, and even single words [Walkiewicz, 2012]. Regardless of what
shape and pattern they have, one condition is constant - they are popular on the web.
One of the first typical memes was the photo of so-called Grumpy Cat. The signatures
under the photo were used in the daily communication of young people, and basically, it
was mainly about the message creation scheme itself.
Thanks to the Internet, such words as SWAG and YOLO also spread fast. In youth
slag SWAG means promoting yourself with expensive and visible jewelry, branded
clothes, and luxury etc. [Miejski Słownik Slangu i Mowy Potocznej]. YOLO stands for You
Only Live Once. It suggests that especially young people should not care about the future
and the consequences of their actions, everything is allowed because they live only once
[Quote Investigator]. From those words, there is also the hashtag #SWAG (129 568 699
3
Tagged words appear in TV commercials, advertising videos, posters, and even everyday
items like clothes.
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public posts on Instagram on 25th November 2017) and #YOLO (26 990 190 posts). The
entries refer to too many things to be able to state the situations that they can be used
for.
The above examples are only a small part of the phenomenon that dynamically
changes the language of electronic communication. Most online memes and hashtags
have their origins from across the ocean but they are adapted to the Polish language very
fast, which may create a real threat - especially nowadays, when young people do not understand the need to use their native tongue properly. For teenagers, the message speed
and efficiency is essential. Showing that one can use the latest trends (communication
tools), makes contact with peers easier. [Skudrzyk, 2014]. The value of the content and
its correctness is of the secondary importance.
Many linguists claim that language creates our reality. However, it can be said that
there is a mutual influence. Each social group uses a specific code, which may be incomprehensible for people outside this group. Particular words refer to the lifestyle of a given
group, gender, age, etc.
Literature under the influence of changes
All changes occurring in the Polish language are visible not only in everyday communication but also in the literature. In the past, the literature could be used as an ideal
example of the correct Polish language. Today’s literature is a reflection of the language
used by ordinary people and sometimes should not be disseminated and perpetuated in
the minds of recipients in this form. The difference between the literary style of the nineteenth and twentieth century is enormous. In the first case, there is a visible care about
the language: lengthy sentences, a variety of stylistic means, extensive colorful descriptions and plasticity of language. In the second case, a pervasive everyday language is
dominant. There is a lot of colloquialisms and vulgarisms. Short, simple sentences express the haste that accompanies people every day. The recipients do not focus their
attention on the multiple-folded sentences in which colorful descriptions predominate.
What is important now is the action and the main character’s thoughts. That vast difference is apparently due to the changes that have taken place in societies, but also due
to the Poles’ attitude to the language. In Poland, the mother tongue used to be honored
more because of the danger of the loss of national independence. Nowadays, people
are fascinated by freedom of expression, the West, and modernity. They do not care for
the mother tongue, because the correct use of language is time-consuming, and above
all - unfashionable. It also requires intellectual effort. There is a belief that a modern and
educated man should use a lot of extraneous inclusions.
Methodology and conclusions
Conclusions are based on the preliminary literary analysis and the comparison of
selected books:
• a fragment of the poem Pan Tadeusz by Adam Mickiewicz, due to its richness of
stylistic means and the fact that the whole piece is written in the so-called Polish alexandrine4. It is also one of the most important literary works in Poland,
• a fragment of a novel Nad Niemnem by Eliza Orzeszkowa, due to the beautiful, colorful and extensive descriptions of nature,
• a fragment of a book titled Ja Wam pokażę! by Katarzyna Grochola - one of the
most popular books published in Poland in the 21st century, which bravely describes the
experiences of the main character,
• a fragment of the book by Tomasz Sekielski - Sejf, due to powerful language, which

4

- a type of metrical line used in traditional Polish poetry and verse drama.
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reflects the present times by the use of vulgarisms, colloquialisms, and borrowings.
During the analysis, the linguistic richness of the nineteenth-century literature is
immediately apparent. Modern literary works probably do not have so many metaphors,
sublime apostrophes, colorful descriptions and plastic epithets, as in several verses of
the “old” literature. However, they employ a greater number of neologisms, colloquialisms, and vulgarisms. They refer to common matters and are not so poetic. It can be
said that an SMS style of communication is dominant, which is more attractive for the
“SMS generation”. Long and colorful descriptions do not attract attention the way shorter forms or images do [Goban-Klas, 2017].
The main problem discussed in this article concentrates on how modern online
communication and new trends affect the Polish language. The gathered examples
show that what seems to be nowadays essential is to write quickly and briefly, without
paying attention to the correct spelling or punctuation. Sentences almost do not exist;
they are replaced by single words or associations. There is also more and more vulgarity
and borrowings in this language.
The analysis also shows that the literature has become much poorer in its form.
The sophisticated style of nineteenth-century works has turned into every day, colloquial,
often vulgar style of twenty-first-century books. The subject of works remains similar,
although in the nineteenth century it was mainly about the nation. Love stories and disputes were secondary topics. Nowadays the love theme, action, and conflicts are the
central themes of the written novels. Narration in books is usually conducted in the first
person singular. Characters are usually associated with the media or the advertising industry. The focus is mainly on the characters’ emotional states, what they see and what
they want. The science-fiction genre, in which the authors describe technological gadgets used by the characters, also become popular. Writers, however, do not refer to their
visionary descriptions of the future (as in the novels of S. Lem). The time interval has
been considerably shortened. Authors present improved technologies that are already
known. The described societies are entangled in complex computer networks, also often
imaginary worlds and characters are introduced [Świech, 2003, p. 99-100].
The primary question was how other trends described in the Polish language influence literature and everyday communication. The influence of Americanization and consumerism is visible. Borrowings and English inclusions also appear in literature, e-mail
correspondence, and instant messaging conversations.
An attempt to outline the future of the Polish language
Obtained information helps to make some predictions about changes in the language. Current trends are already mentioned many times within this article, i.e., the
vulgarity of speech, borrowings, foreign words, abbreviations or the use of emoticons.
Emoticons are also seen in handwritten notes, which can be treated as a return to visual communication. Applications that use images and hashtags (Instagram or Snapchat) are even more powerful examples of changes in language and communication.
Shortcuts, creative use of letters and punctuation, acceptance for lack of linguistic correctness, and wordplay are all the characteristics of the netspeak. The term, which was
initially used in a closed group of hackers, is now used to describe the language of the
web [Górska-Olesińska, 2003, p. 111-118]. Probably there will be even more borrowings
from other languages, and the frequency of using foreign phrases will increase. The best
known example of this tendency is the so-called corpospeak5.

5
Corpospeak is a jargon used in corporations. In Poland, it is also called ponglish, because
it often mixes English words with Polish phrases. However, the use of corpospeak can be justified
since sometimes it is easier to use already functioning in the industry English words than to create
corresponding expressions in other languages.
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The quote of Jakub Żulczyk, Polish writer and columnist, can serve as a good
summary of this paper: “[Online] we practically do not use language anymore - we have
brought it to some collapsed forms and hashtags, which on the one hand are a living
murder of the language, but on the other hand they perfectly reflect the character of
our generation’s thought processes. [The language has become] loose, shallow, flat, and
associative. Hashtags show how our brains work - by using unrelated words, we do not
think anymore, we just play with the associations.” [Męskie Pisanie, 2013].
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